
A WALK THROUGH ASIA

In his novel, Memoirs of a Geisha, Arthur 
Golden wrote, “Water can carve its way  
even through stone. And when trapped, 
water makes a new path.” Something  
similar seems to be happening with  

and their supporting regulatory structures 
in many emerging market economies are 

 
here that businesses tend to adapt  
and develop unique structures and odd 

 
by trapped water. 

 
the United States, and there we have  
what can be considered a very democratic 

an idea, or a solid credit history, you can 
 
 
 

 
private equity and venture capital  

entrepreneurs. It is easy to take these 

To an outsider, it is sometimes  

the shortcomings that I have come across 
during my work in the region.

In Thailand

 

Abhisit Vejjajiva, he talked about the 

 
adult population are entrepreneurs).1 

entrepreneurs, it doesn’t have the  

Similarly, when I interviewed  

 
Disrupt University in Thailand, he 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

employees as well as a way to motivate 
employees and align their goals with  

 

preserving their precious cash. Thailand 
also does not have convertible debt, a 

 

options means that entrepreneurs have  
to take on additional costs and are  
unable to share risks, and are  
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Acquisition hence becomes the only  
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In Vietnam

are locating their operations in Singapore. 
When I enquired why, they said that,  

 
structure in Vietnam does not  

 
 

rate on the whole investment—so 

register their operations abroad to 

 
relocating to another country, there  

 
people will actually sell you their  

 

Vietnam is a hard country to gain  
credit in. The country is almost  

 
 
 

granted a land use right. Hence, there  
has been very little collateral value  
attributed to land use licenses in Vietnam, 
resulting in limited access to credit.

In Myanmar
 

to Singapore’s central business district, 
 

in the island state. Here, as elsewhere  
 
 

in India) is still thriving, whereby cash  
given to an agent in one location  
allows a payment to be made by another 
agent in a distant location. This is the 

 
 

important in such nations.
Systems like the hundi continue to 

businesses are allowed to withdraw no  
more than US$10,000 at any given  

time and that too, no more than twice  

 

required. What this does is give  
 

that circumvent the banking system. 
Speaking with owner operators across  
the country, it seems as though almost 

 
 

the banks.

businesses in Singapore. When I 

 
 

opportunities, the ability to move  

 
 
 

registered company: the restrictions 
on capital means the ability to liquidate  
their holdings and bring them back  

6,522 km border that it shares with 
Thailand, China, India, Bangladesh and 

popular tourist cities, currency changers 

percent in order to get American dollars. 
In turn, these dollars are lent to traders 

 



suggested interest rate is around eight 
 

In the Philippines

 
have a bank account.3 The country tends  
to be collateral based and hence it is  

single generation. Unlike the United 
 

Dark money
It is widely estimated that over  

 
are sitting in wealth management  
accounts in Singapore today.4 The 

 

 
 

 
 

capital once they repatriate. This latter  

governments attempt to put these 
 
 
 
 

permanently back home.

the deeds and real estate titles in these 

It is my hope that this note will 
stimulate thought and encourage  
our readers to share their ideas.  
Tell us what you think. We would  
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decipher as black money deals took 
place decades ago. Such purchases were 

 

 
these practices throws another layer 

 
 
 

 
the realm.

movement begun by the U.S. is catching 
on, and more governments in the  

 

provide services, protect boundaries  
and educate their populations largely 

 
these policies. For instance, Bloomberg 
estimates that less than one million 

 

 
5 Whether these  

 
 

Making new pathways
 
 

lead to seemingly unique workarounds. 
Despite business getting done, these  

businesses as they come at a major cost, 

countries, and may lead to sprouting  
grey markets. 

no means meant to be comprehensive 
or complete as we could write at length  

considerations in countries like Brunei  
or Indonesia. Topics such as the 

 
and wealth management in Singapore  
or even the priority lending sectors  
that various countries have deemed vital  
are some other areas that could be  
discussed at length. 

 
 

things are as they are. 
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